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2 legs / 2 motors / 3 Column segments with CE certificated
Super mute motor synchronization control system





Advanced Features                                                                 



  1. Slient and smooth for adjustable range;
2. Anti-collision function to prevent accidental damage;
3. Ease and effortless by sync electric system;
4. Flexible and customized choice for every customer;
5. Wide range of products, electric, manual crank;
6. Over 30,000 times test to ensure it being built safely and durable;
7. 100% re-inspect before packing, double check with quality.
 

Workshop

The parts of adjustable desk                                 

 
 

Packaging & Shipping

Delivery details:
Shipped in 14 workingdays after payment. Samples within 3 workingdays
Package details:
One set in one carton 
The carton size is 1080 × 270 ×325 mm





FAQ

Q1: What is the warranty for electric height adjustable standing desk? 
A1: Five years for the desk frame, and three years for the electric system.

Q2:How about the after sales service? How will you deal with the product faulty? 
A2:We make sure all the products we ship out is 100% good quality. Just to avoid
inconvenience for clients, we advise clients to buy some extra products in the first order as a
backup stock, if anything happens, we can response and provide service quicker. A free
replacement will be sent to the customer in the next order if we responsible for the problem.
 
Q3: Does the quotation include the desktop. 
A3:No, it doesn't. If you need, we can add the cost in the quotation for you. 

Q4:What color do you offer now? 
A4:White, Grey or Black, or customised colors as per request.
 
Q5: If I need a special design, can you produce it for me? 
A5: Yes, we have a mould workshop, so it will be easy for us do tailor make the products for
you.

Contact Us

Any questions please don't hesitate to contact me, Jack is at your service within 24
hours
Email: sales4@houdry.com.cn  
Tel: +86-512-66212961
Phone: +86-18362708125
Whatsapp: +86-18362708125
Trade Manager: cn1511993371 


